ScentLogix™ users include the Police, Military, Public and Private Security Firms:

ScentLogix™-trained explosive and narcotic detection K9s have, since 2010, consistently won in competitions against other K9s trained using real aids!

At last, Scent-Training Aids Better than the Real Thing!

K9 & EVD ScentKits for the Detection of Illicit and Hazardous Substances

The Future of Scent Detection

www.scentlogix.com info@scentlogix.com
+1 410 990 1199 +1 318 K9SCENT
ScentLogix™ ScentKits for the Detection of Illicit and Hazardous Substances

ScentLogix™ K9 ScentKits are the world’s most comprehensive suite of non-hazardous scent training aids scientifically developed for the imprinting, maintenance training and evaluation of scent detection K9s. ScentKit specifications and overall detection range exceed current worldwide (USA, Canadian British, EU, Australian, South African, etc) Military, Police and Customs specifications for K9 ScentKits and team certifications.

With regards to effectiveness, ScentLogix™ K9 ScentKits have been operationally proven by numerous agencies to enhance the efficiency of K9s towards the detection of explosives, guns/ammunition, mines and narcotics, when used as part of a K9 training program where failure is not an option. And with regards to safety, ScentLogix™ K9 ScentKit components are non-illicit, non-hazardous, non-explosive and non-narcotic and can thus be handled, transported, utilised and stored in methods and forms which would be impossible for any illicit and hazardous substances.

While the ScentLogix™ Explosives K9 Scent Training Aids are the training aids of choice for the best detector K9 programs worldwide, the Narcotics Training Aids are being rated as the best training aids in the world, better than real narcotics! Collectively, the ScentLogix™ K9 ScentKits set new industry standards for scent training aid specifications and for scent detection expectations!

Some Facts about ScentLogix™
- Scientifically Engineered “Imprint-Grade” Parent Odour;
- Long Shelf Life (>5 years) and Long Lasting (>18 months);
- No Carrier Odour so No Extra Extinction Training Required;
- Bulletproofs your (Odour Recognition) Program;
- Trains K9s to Detect All Weights of Target Material;
- Multifunctional – for Air / Land / Water Training Exercises;
- Reduces / Eliminates False Alerts in K9s;
- The World’s Finest ScentKits - Outmatches the competition in Odour Quality, Quantity, Consistency, Performance, Quality of Trained K9, and Overall Product Cost.

Research & Development
Specialised Scent & Odour Engineering:
- Odour and Molecular Taggants for Covert Tracking and Watermarking;
- Multimodal Detection Systems;
- Odour Conversion of Environmental Effluents Before their Release into the Atmosphere;
- Odours of Relevance to Social and National Security.

K9 Scent Detection
Electronic Vapour Detection (EVD)

Narcotics:
- Cocaine / Crack-Cocaine
- Heroin / Naswar / Opium
- LSD
- Marijuana / Spice / Hashish
- MDMA / Ecstasy
- Methamphetamine / Amphetamine
- PCP

Explosives:
- Ammonium Nitrate / Urea
- Ammonium Nitrate IED / HME
- Black Powder
- Dynamite
- HMTD
- ICAO-Mandated Taggants
- Nitrocellulose
- Nitroglycerin
- PETN
- Potassium Chlorate
- RDX (Tagged)
- RDX (UnTagged)
- Semtex (A+H)
- Smokeless Powder (double-base)
- Sodium Chlorates
- TNT

Services

Education & Training (example of courses / classes we offer):
- Explosive Detection Dog Handler / Trainer Instruction (Basic & Advanced);
- Narcotics Detection dog Handler / Trainer Instruction (Basic & Advanced);
- Dual Purpose Dog Handler / Trainer Instruction (Basic & Advanced);
- Decoy Training;
- Working Dog Selection Training;
- Advanced ScentWork and Odour-Understanding Training;
- Explosives Identification Awareness Instruction Courses;
- Narcotics Identification and Awareness Classes.

S.O.R.T. Certification:

Consultancy:
- Provision of Detector K9 Training Programs & Infrastructures to Nations;
- Specialised Education Consulting & Training Services.

Contracting:
- Homeland Security Infrastructure Development;
- Red Teaming.